In the multimodal route planning problem, we are given multiple transportation networks (e.g., pedestrian, road, public transit) and ask for a best integrated journey between two points. The main challenge is that a seemingly optimal journey may have changes between networks that do not reflect the user's modal preferences. In fact, quickly computing reasonable multimodal routes remains a challenging problem: previous approaches either suffer from poor query performance or their available choices of modal preferences during query time is limited. In this work, we focus on computing exact multimodal journeys that can be restricted by specifying arbitrary modal sequences at query time. For example, a user can say whether he or she wants to only use public transit, prefers to also use a taxi or walking at the beginning or end of the journey, or has no restrictions at all. By carefully adapting node contraction, a common ingredient to many speedup techniques on road networks, we are able to compute point-to-point queries on a continental network combined of cars, railroads, and flights several orders of magnitude faster than Dijkstra's algorithm. Thereby, we require little space overhead and obtain fast preprocessing times.
INTRODUCTION
Research on route planning algorithms in transportation networks has undergone rapid development over the last years. See Delling et al. [2009d] for an overview. Usually the network is modeled as a directed graph G. While Dijkstra's algorithm can be used to compute a best route between two nodes of G in almost linear time [Goldberg 2008] , it is too slow for practical applications in real-world transportation networks. They consist of several million nodes and we expect almost instant results. Thus, over the years, a multitude of speedup techniques for Dijkstra's algorithm were developed, all following a similar paradigm: in a preprocessing phase, auxiliary data is computed, which is then used to accelerate Dijkstra's algorithm in the query phase. The fastest techniques today can answer a single query within only a few memory accesses [Abraham et al. 2011] . However, most of the techniques were developed with one type of transportation network in mind. In fact, the fastest techniques developed for road networks heavily rely on the structural properties of these and their performance degrades significantly on other networks [Bast 2009; Bauer et al. 2010] .
In the real world, different modes of travel are linked extensively, and realistic transportation scenarios imply frequent modal changes. Furthermore, with the increasing appearance of electric vehicles and their inherent range restrictions, the choice between taking a car or public transit may become more important. To solve such scenarios, we are interested in an integrated system that can handle multiple transportation networks with a single algorithm. Thereby, it is crucial to respect a user's modal preferences: not every mode of transport might be feasible to the user at any point along the journey. In general, the user has restrictions on the sequence of transport modes. For example, some users might be willing to take a taxi between two train rides if it makes the journey quicker. Others prefer to use public transit at a stretch. A realistic multimodal route-planning system must handle such constraints as a user input for each query.
Related Work. For an overview on unimodal speedup techniques, we direct the reader to Bast [2009] and Delling et al. [2009d] . Most techniques are composed of the following ingredients: bidirectional search, goal-directed search [Goldberg and Harrelson 2005; Hart et al. 1968; Lauther 2004; Wagner et al. 2005] , hierarchical techniques [Bast et al. 2010 [Bast et al. , 2007 Geisberger et al. 2008; Gutman 2004; Sanders and Schultes 2005] , and separator-based techniques [Delling et al. 2011b [Delling et al. , 2009a Holzer et al. 2008] . Various combinations have been studied in Bauer et al. [2010] and Schulz et al. [2000] .
Regarding multimodal route planning, less work exists. An elegant approach to restricting modal transfers is the label-constrained shortest-paths problem (LCSPP) [Mendelzon and Wood 1995] : edges are labeled, and the sequence of edge labels must be elements of a formal language (passed as query input) for any feasible path. A version of Dijkstra's algorithm can be used, if the language is regular [Barrett et al. 2000; Mendelzon and Wood 1995] . An experimental study of this approach, including basic goal-directed techniques, is conducted in Barrett et al. [2009] . In Pajor [2009] , it is concluded that augmenting preprocessing techniques for LCSPP is a challenging task.
A first efficient multimodal speedup technique, called Access-Node Routing (ANR), has been proposed in Delling et al. [2009b] . It skips the road network during queries by precomputing distances from every road node to all its relevant access points of the public transportation network. It has the fastest query times of all previous multimodal techniques, which are in the order of milliseconds. However, the preprocessing phase predetermines the modal constraints that can be used for queries. Also, it cannot compute short-range queries and requires a separate algorithm to handle them correctly.
Another approach adapts ALT by precomputing different node potentials depending on the mode of transport, called SDALT [Kirchler et al. 2011] . It allows fast preprocessing, but both preprocessing space and query times are high. Also, it cannot handle arbitrary modal restrictions as query input. By combining SDALT with a label-correcting algorithm, the query time can be improved by up to 50% [Kirchler et al. 2012] .
Finally, in Rice and Tsotras [2011] , a technique based on contraction is presented that handles arbitrary Kleene languages as user input. The authors use them to exclude certain road categories. They report speedups of three orders of magnitude on a continental road network. However, Kleene languages are rather restrictive: in a multimodal context, they only allow excluding modes of transportation globally. In particular, they cannot be used to define feasible sequences of transportation modes.
Our Contribution. In this work, we present User-Constrained Contraction Hierarchies (UCCH), the first multimodal speedup technique that handles arbitrary mode-sequence constraints as input to the query-a feature unavailable from previous techniques. Unlike Access-Node Routing, it also answers local queries correctly and requires significantly less preprocessing effort. We revisit one technique, namely, node contraction, that has proven successful in road networks in the form of Contraction Hierarchies, introduced by Geisberger et al. [2008] . By ensuring that shortcuts never span multiple modes of transport, we extend Contraction Hierarchies in a sound manner. Moreover, we show how careful engineering further helps our scenario. Our experimental study shows that, unlike previous techniques, we can handle an intercontinental instance composed of cars, railways, and flights with over 50 million nodes, 125 million edges, and 30 thousand stations. With only 557 MiB 1 of auxiliary data, we achieve query times that are fast enough for interactive scenarios.
This work is organized as follows. Section 2 sets necessary notation, summarizes graph models we use, precisely defines the problem we are solving, and recaps Contraction Hierarchies. Section 3 introduces our new technique. Finally, Section 4 presents experiments to evaluate our algorithm, while Section 5 concludes this work and mentions interesting open problems.
PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this work, G = (V, E) is a directed graph where V is the set of nodes and E ⊆ V × V the set of edges. For an edge (u, v) ∈ E, we call u the tail and v the head of the edge. The degree of a node u ∈ V is defined as the number of edges e ∈ E where u is either the head or tail of e. The reverse graph
Note that we use the terms "graph" and "network" interchangeably. To distinguish between different modes of transport, our graphs are labeled by node labels lbl : V → and edge labels lbl : E → . Often is called the alphabet and contains the available modes of transport in G, for example, road, rail, flight. All edges in our graphs are weighted by periodic time-dependent travel time functions f : → N 0 , where depicts a set of time points (think of it as the seconds of a day). If f is constant over , we call f time independent. Respecting periodicity in a meaningful way, we say that a function f has the FIFO property if for all τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ with τ 1 ≤ τ 2 , it holds that f (τ 1 ) ≤ f (τ 2 ) + (τ 2 − τ 1 ). In other words, waiting never pays off. Moreover, we require link and merge operations that generalize the summation and minimum operations from scalar values to travel time functions. Thereby, the link operation of two functions f 1 , f 2 is defined for any departure time τ as ( f 1 ⊕ f 2 )(τ ) = f 1 (τ ) + f 2 (τ + f 1 (τ )) and depicts the total travel time when first evaluating f 1 (at departure time τ ) and then f 2 (at departure time τ + f 1 (τ ), i.e., the arrival time after "traversing" f 1 ). The merge operation min( f 1 , f 2 )(τ ) is defined as the element-wise minimum of f 1 and f 2 , that is, min( f 1 (τ ), f 2 (τ )). Note that to depict the travel time function f (τ ) of an edge e ∈ E, we sometimes write len(e, τ ), or just len(e) if it is clear from the context that len(e, τ ) is constant over all choices of τ .
In time-dependent graphs, there are two types of queries relevant to this work: a time query has as input s ∈ V and a departure time τ . It computes a shortest-path tree to every node u ∈ V when departing from s at time τ . In contrast, a profile query computes a shortest-path graph from s to all u ∈ V , consisting of shortest paths for all departure times τ ∈ .
Whenever appropriate, we use some notion of formal languages. A finite sequence w = σ 0 σ 1 . . . σ k of symbols σ i ∈ is called a word. A not necessarily finite set of words L is called formal language (over ). A nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) is a tuple A = (Q, , δ, S, F) characterized by the set Q of states, the transition relation 
Models
Following Delling et al. [2009b] , our multimodal graphs are composed of different models for each mode of transportation. We briefly introduce each model and explain how they are combined. In the road network, nodes model intersections and edges depict street segments. We label edges either by car for roads or by foot for pedestrian paths. Our road networks are weighted by the average travel time of the street segment. For pedestrians, we assume a walking speed of 4.5kph. Note that our road networks are time independent.
Regarding the railway network, we use the coloring model [Delling et al. 2012] , which is based on the well-known realistic time-dependent model [Pyrga et al. 2008] . It consists of station nodes connected to route nodes. Trains are modeled between route nodes via time-dependent edges. Different trains use the same route node as long as they are not conflicting. In the coloring model, conflicting trains are computed explicitly, which yields significantly smaller graphs compared to the original realistic time-dependent model (without dropping correctness). Moreover, to enable transfers between trains, some station nodes are interconnected by time-independent foot paths. See Delling et al. [2012] for details. We label nodes and edges with rail. Note that we also use this model for bus networks.
Finally, to model flight networks, we use the time-dependent phase II model [Delling et al. 2009c ]. It has a small size and models airport procedures realistically. Nodes and edges are labeled with flight.
Note that the travel time functions in our networks are a special form of piecewise linear functions that can be efficiently evaluated [Pyrga et al. 2008; Delling et al. 2012] . Also, all edges in our networks have the FIFO property.
Merging the Networks. To obtain an integrated multimodal network G = (V, E), we merge the node and edge sets of each individual network. Detailed data on transfers between modes of transport was not available to us. Thus, we heuristically add link edges labeled link. More precisely, we link each station node in the railway network to its geographically closest node of the road network. We also link each airport node of the flight network to its closest nodes in the road and rail networks. Thereby, we only link nodes that are no more than distance δ apart, a parameter chosen for each instance. The time to traverse a link edge is computed from its geographical length and a walking speed of 4.5kph.
Path Constraints on the Sequences of Transport Modes
Since the naïve approach of using Dijkstra's algorithm on the combined network G does not incorporate modal constraints, we consider the LCSPP [Barrett et al. 2000] : each edge e ∈ E has a label lbl(e) assigned to it. The goal is to compute a shortest s-t-path P where the word w(P) formed by concatenating the edge labels along P is an element of a language L, a query input.
Modeling sequence constraints is done by specifying L. To represent mode sequence constraints, regular languages of the following form suffice. The alphabet consists of the available transport modes. In the corresponding NFA A L , states depict one or more transport modes. To model traveling within one transport mode, we require (q, σ, q) ∈ δ for those transport modes σ ∈ that q represents. Moreover, to allow transfers between different modes of transport, states q, q ∈ Q, q = q are connected by link labels, that is, (q, link, q ) ∈ δ. Finally, states are marked as initial/final if its modes of transport can be used at the beginning/end of the journey. Example automata are shown in Figure 1 .
We refer to this variant of LCSPP as LCSPP-MS (as in Modal Sequences). In general, LCSPP is solvable in polynomial time, if L is context free. In our case, a generalization of Dijkstra's algorithm works [Barrett et al. 2000 ].
Contraction Hierarchies (CH)
Our algorithm is based on Contraction Hierarchies [Geisberger et al. 2008] . Preprocessing works by heuristically ordering the nodes of the graph by an importance value (a linear combination of edge expansion, number of contracted neighbors, among others). Then, all nodes are contracted in order of ascending importance. To contract a node v ∈ V , it is removed from G, and shortcuts are added between its neighbors to preserve distances between the remaining nodes. The index at which v has been removed is denoted by rank(v). To determine if a shortcut (u, w) is added, a local search from u is run (without looking at v), until w is settled. If len(u, w) ≤ len(u, v) + len(v, w), the shortcut (u, w) is not added, and the corresponding shorter path is called a witness.
The CH query is a bidirectional Dijkstra search operating on G, augmented by the shortcuts computed during preprocessing. Both searches (forward and backward) go "upward" in the hierarchy: the forward search only visits edges (u, v) where rank(u) ≤ rank(v), and the backward search only visits edges where rank(u) ≥ rank(v). Nodes where both searches meet represent candidate shortest paths with combined length μ. The algorithm minimizes μ, and a search can stop as soon as the minimum key of its priority queue exceeds μ. Furthermore, we make use of stall-on-demand: when a node v is scanned in either query, we check for all its incident edges e = (u, v) of the opposite
If this is the case, we may prune the search at v. See Geisberger et al. [2008] for details.
Partial hierarchy. If the preprocessing is aborted prematurely, that is, before all nodes are contracted, we obtain a Partial Contraction Hierarchy (PCH). Let rank(v) = ∞ if and only if v is never contracted, and then the same query algorithm as for Contraction Hierarchies is applicable and yields correct results [Bauer et al. 2010] . The induced subgraph of all uncontracted nodes is called the core, and the remaining (contracted) subgraph the component. Note that both core and component can contain shortcuts not present in the original graph.
Performance. Both preprocessing and query performance of CH depend on the number of shortcuts added. It works well if the network has a pronounced hierarchy; that is, far journeys eventually converge to a "freeway subnetwork," which is of a small fraction in size compared to the total graph [Abraham et al. 2010] . Note that if computing a complete hierarchy produces too many shortcuts, one can always abort early and compute a partial hierarchy. A possible stopping criterion is the average node degree on the core that is approached during the contraction process.
OUR APPROACH
We now introduce our basic approach and show how CH can be used to compute shortest paths with restrictions on sequences of transport modes. We first argue that applying CH on the combined multimodal graph G without careful consideration either yields incorrect results to LCSPP-MS or finalizes the automaton A during preprocessing. We then introduce UCCH: a practical adaption of Contraction Hierarchies to LCSPP-MS that enables arbitrary modal sequence constraints as query input. Further improvements that help accelerating both preprocessing and queries are presented in Section 3.3.
Contraction Hierarchies for Multimodal Networks
Let G = (V, E) be a multimodal network. Recall that G is a combination of timeindependent and time-dependent networks (e.g., of road and rail) and hence, contains edges having both constants and travel time functions associated with them. Applying CH to G already requires some engineering effort: shortcuts may represent paths containing edges of different types. In order to compute the shortcuts' travel time functions, these edges have to be linked, resulting in inhomogeneous functions that slow down both preprocessing and query performance. More precisely, when a path P = (e 1 , . . . , e k ) is composed into a single shortcut edge e , its labels need to be concatenated into a super label lbl(e ) = lbl(e 1 ) · · · lbl(e k ). In particular, if there are subsequent edges e i , e j in P where lbl(e i ) = lbl(e j ), the shortcut induces a modal transfer. Running a query where this particular mode change is prohibited potentially yields incorrect results: the shortcut must not be used, but the label-constrained path (i.e., the one without this transfer) may have been discarded during preprocessing by the witness search (see Section 2.3). Note that the partial time-dependent nature of G further complicates things. A shortcut e = (u, v) needs to represent the travel time profile from u to v; that is, the underlying path P depends on the time of day. As a consequence, the super label of e is time dependent as well.
If the automaton A is known during preprocessing, we can modify CH preprocessing to yield correct query results with respect to A. While contracting node v ∈ G and thereby considering to add a shortcut e = (u, w), we look at its super label lbl(e ) = lbl(e 1 ) · · · lbl(e k ). To determine if e has to be inserted, we run multiple witness searches as follows: for each state q ∈ A where q represents lbl(v), we run a multimodal profile search from u (ignoring v). We run it with q as initial state and all those states q ∈ A as final state, where q is reachable from q in A by applying lbl(e ). Only if for all these profile searches dist(w) ≤ len(e ) holds is the shortcut e not required: for every relevant transition sequence of the automaton, there is a shorter path in the graph. Note that shortcuts e = (u, w) may be required even if an edge from u to w already existed before contraction. This results in parallel edges for different subsequences of the constraint automaton.
This approach, which we call State-Dependent CH (SDCH), has some disadvantages, however. First, witness search is slow and less effective than in the unimodal scenario, resulting in many more shortcuts. This hurts preprocessing and query performance. Adding to it the more complicated data structures required for inhomogeneous travel time functions and arbitrary label sequences, SDCH combines challenges of both Flexible CH and Timetable CH [Geisberger 2010] . As a result, we expect a significant slowdown over unimodal CH on road networks. But most notably, SDCH requires a predetermined automaton A during preprocessing.
UCCH: Contraction for User-Constrained Route Planning
We now introduce User-Constrained Contraction Hierarchies. Unlike SDCH, it can handle arbitrary sequence constraint automata during query and has a simpler witness search. We first turn toward preprocessing before we go into detail about the query algorithm.
Preprocessing. The main reason behind the disadvantages discussed in Section 3.1 is the computation of shortcuts that span over boundaries of different modal networks. Instead, let be the alphabet of labels of a multimodal graph G. We now process each subnetwork independently. We compute-in no particular order-a partial Contraction Hierarchy restricted to the subgraph G lbl = (V lbl , E lbl ) (for every lbl ∈ ). Here, G lbl is exactly the original graph of the particular transportation mode (before merging). We consider the traditional contraction order with the exception of transfer nodes: nodes that are incident to at least one edge labeled link in G. We fix the rank of all such nodes v to infinity; that is, they are never contracted. Note that all other nodes have only incident edges labeled by lbl in G. As a result, shortcuts only span edges within one modal network. Hence, we obtain neither inhomogeneous travel time functions nor "mixed" super labels. We set the label of each shortcut edge e to lbl(e), where e is an arbitrary edge along the path, represented by e .
To determine if a shortcut e = (u, w) is required (when contracting a node v), we restrict the witness search to the modal subnetwork G lbl of v. Restricting the search space of witness searches does not yield incorrect query results: only too many shortcuts might be inserted, but no required shortcuts are omitted. In fact, this is a common technique to accelerate CH preprocessing [Geisberger et al. 2008] . Note that broadening the witness search beyond network boundaries is prohibitive in our case: it may find a shorter u-v-path using parts of other modal networks. However, such a path is not necessarily a witness if one of these other modes is forbidden during the query. Thus, we must not take it into account to determine if e can be dropped.
Our preprocessing results in a partial hierarchy for each modal network of G. Its transfer nodes are not contracted and thus stay at the top of the hierarchy. Recall that we call the subgraph induced by all nodes v with rank(v) = ∞ the core. Because of the added shortcuts, the shortest path between every pair of core nodes is also fully contained in the core. As a result, we achieve independence from the automaton A during preprocessing.
A Practical Variant. Contraction is independent for every modal network of G: we can use any combination of partial, full, or no contraction. Our practical variant only contracts time-independent modal networks, that is, the road networks. Contracting the time-dependent networks is much less effective. Recall that we do not contract station nodes as they have incident link edges. Applying contraction only on the nonstation nodes, however, yields too many shortcuts (see Figure 2 and Geisberger [2010] ). It also hides information encoded in the timetable model (such as railway lines), further complicating query algorithms [Berger et al. 2009 ].
Query. Our query algorithm combines the concept of a multimodal Dijkstra algorithm with unimodal CH. Let s, t ∈ V be source and target nodes and A some finite automaton with respect to LCSPP-MS. Our query algorithm works as follows. First, we initialize distance values for all pairs of (v, q) ∈ V × A with infinity. We now run a bidirectional Dijkstra search from s and t. Each search runs independently and maintains priority queues − → Q and ← − Q of tuples (v, q) where v ∈ V and q ∈ A. We explain the algorithm for the forward search; the backward search works analogously. The queue − → Q is ordered by distance and initialized with (s, q) for all initial states q in A (the backward queue Fig. 2 . Contracting only route nodes in the realistic time-dependent rail model [Pyrga et al. 2008] . The top row of nodes contains station nodes, while the bottom row contains route nodes contracted in the order depicted by their labels. Gray edges represent added shortcuts. Note that these shortcuts are required as they incorporate different transfer times (for boarding and exiting vehicles at different stations).
is initialized with respect to final states). Whenever we extract a tuple (v, q) from Q, we scan all edges e = (v, w) in G. For each edge, we look at all states q in A that can be reached from q by lbl(e). For every such pair (w, q ), we check whether its distance is improved and update the queue if necessary. To use the preprocessed data, we consider the graph G, augmented by all shortcuts computed during preprocessing. We run the aforementioned algorithm, but when scanning edges from a node v, the forward search only looks at edges (v, w) where rank(w) ≥ rank(v). Similarly, the backward search only looks at edges (v, w) where rank(v) ≥ rank(w). Note that by these means, we automatically search inside the core whenever we reach the top of the hierarchy. Thereby, we never reinitialize any data structures when entering the core as is typically the case for core-based algorithms, for example, Core-ALT [Delling et al. 2009d ]. The stopping criterion carries over from basic CH: a search stops as soon as its minimum key in the priority queue exceeds the best tentative distance value μ. We also use stall-on-demand, however, only on the component.
Intuitively, the search can be interpreted as follows. We simultaneously search upward in those hierarchies of the modal networks that are marked either as initial or as final in the automaton A. As soon as we hit the top of the hierarchy, the search operates on the common core. Because we always find correct shortest paths between core nodes in any modal network, our algorithm supports arbitrary automata (with respect to LCSPP-MS) as query input. Note that our algorithm implicitly computes local queries that use only one of the networks. It makes the use of a separate algorithm for local queries, as in Delling et al. [2009b] , unnecessary.
Handling Time Dependency. Some of the networks in G are time dependent. Weights of time-dependent edges (u, v) are evaluated for a departure time τ . However, running a reverse search on a time-dependent network is nontrivial, since the arrival time at the target node is not known in advance. Several approaches, such as using the lowerbound graph for the reverse search, exist [Delling and Nannicini 2008; Batz et al. 2010 ], but they complicate the query algorithm. Recall that in our practical variant, we do not contract any of the time-dependent networks, and hence, no time-dependent edges are contained in the component. This makes backward search on the component easy for us. We discuss search on the core in the next section.
Improvements
We now present improvements to our algorithm, some of which also apply to CH.
Average Node Degree. Recall that whenever we contract a modal network, we never contract transfer nodes, even if they were of low importance in the context of that network. As a result, the number of added shortcuts may increase significantly. Thus, we stop the contraction process as soon as the average node degree in the core exceeds a value α. By varying α, we trade off the number of core nodes and the number of core edges: higher values of α produce a smaller core but with more shortcut edges. We evaluate a good value of α experimentally.
Edge Ordering. Due to the higher average node degree compared to unimodal CH, the search algorithm has to look at more edges. Thus, we improve performance of iterating over incident edges of a node v by reordering them locally at v: we first arrange all outgoing edges, followed by all bidirected edges, and finally, all incoming edges. By these means, the forward respective backward search only needs to look at its relevant subsets of edges at v. The same optimization is applied to the stalling routine. Preliminary experiments revealed that edge reordering improves query performance up to 21%.
Node Ordering. To improve the cache hit rate for the query algorithm, we also reorder nodes such that adjacent nodes are stored consecutively with high probability. We use a DFS-like algorithm to determine the ordering [Delling et al. 2011a] . Because most of the time is spent on the core, we also move core nodes to the front. This improves query performance up to a factor of 2.
Core Pruning. Recall that a search stops as soon as its minimum key from the priority queue exceeds the best tentative distance value μ. This is conservative, but necessary for CH (and UCCH) to be correct. However, UCCH spends a large fraction of the search inside the core. We can easily expand road and transfer edges both forward and backward, but because of the conservative stopping criterion, many core nodes are settled twice. To reduce this amount, we do not scan edges of core nodes v, where v has been settled by both searches and did not improve μ. A path through v is provably not optimal. This increases performance by up to 47%. Another alternative is not applying bidirectional search on the core at all. The forward search continues regularly, while the backward search does not scan edges incident to core nodes. This approach turns out most effective with a performance increase by a factor of 2.
State Pruning. Recall that our query algorithm maintains distances for pairs (v, q) where v ∈ V and q ∈ A. Thus, whenever we scan an edge (u, v) ∈ E resulting in some state q ∈ A, we update the distance value of (v, q) only if it is improved and discard (or prune) it otherwise. However, we can even make use of a stronger state pruning rule: let q i and q j be two states in A. We say that q i dominates q j if and only if the language L A (q j ) accepted by A with modified initial state q j is a subset of the language L A (q i ) accepted by A with modified initial state q i . In other words, any feasible mode sequence beginning with q j is also feasible when starting at q i . As a consequence, when we are about to update a pair (v, q j ), we can additionally prune (v, q j ) if there exists a state q i that dominates q j and where (v, q i ) has smaller distance: any shortest path from v is provably not using (v, q j ). As an example, consider the first automaton in Figure 1 . Let its states be denoted by {q 0 , q 1 , q 2 }, from left to right. Here, q 0 dominates q 2 with respect to our definition: any foot path beginning at state q 2 is also a feasible (foot) path beginning at state q 0 . Therefore, any pair (v, q 2 ) can be pruned if (v, q 0 ) has better distance than (v, q 2 ). State pruning improves performance by ≈10 %.
State-Independent Search in Component.
Automata are used to model sequence constraints; however, by definition, their state may only change when traversing link edges. In particular, when searching inside the component, there is never a state transition (recall that all link edges are inside the core). Thus, we use the automaton only on the core. We start with a regular unimodal CH query. Whenever we are about to insert a core node v into the priority queue for the first time on a branch of the shortest-path tree, we create labels (v, q) for all initial/final states q (regarding forward/backward search). Because the amount of settled component nodes on average is small compared to the total search space, we do not observe a performance gain. However, on large instances with complicated query automata, we save up to 1.1GiB of RAM during query by keeping only one distance value for each component node. Recall that component nodes constitute the major fraction of the graph.
Parallelization. In general, the multimodal graph G is composed of more than one contractable modal subnetwork, for instance, foot and car. In this case, we have to run the aforementioned unimodal CH query on every component individually. Because these queries are independent from each other, we are able to parallelize them easily. In a first phase, we allocate one thread for every contracted network, which then runs the unimodal CH query on its respective component until it hits the core. In the second phase, we synchronize the threads and continue the search on the core sequentially. Note that we only need to run the first phase on those components that are represented by an initial or final state in the input automaton A.
Combining all improvements yields a speedup of up to factor 4.9. (Section 4.5 of the experimental evaluation will show detailed figures.)
EXPERIMENTS
We conducted our experiments on an Intel Xeon E5430 processor running SUSE Linux 11.1. It is clocked at 2.66GHz and has 32GiB of RAM and 12MiB of L2 cache. The program was compiled with GCC 4.5 using optimization level 3. Our implementation is written in C++ using the STL and Boost. We use our own custom implementations for most data structures. In particular, we represent graphs as adjacency arrays, and as a priority queue we use a 4-ary heap. All runs are sequential for comparison.
Inputs. We assemble a total of six multimodal networks where two are imported from Delling et al. [2009b] . Their size figures are reported in Table I . For ny-road-rail, we combine New York's foot network with the public transit network operated by MTA [Metropolitan Transportation Authority of the State of New York 1966]. We link bus and subway stops to road intersections that are no more than 500m apart. The de-roadrail network combines the pedestrian and railway networks of Germany. The railway network is extracted from the timetable of the winter period 2000/01. It includes shortand long-distance trains, and we link stations using a radius of 500m. The europe-roadrail network combines the road (as in car) and railway networks of Western Europe. The railway network is extracted from the timetable of the winter period 1996/97 and stations are linked within 5km. The wo-road-rail-flight network is a combination of the road networks of North America and Western Europe with the railway network of Western Europe and the flight network of Star Alliance and One World. The flight networks are extracted from the winter timetable 2008. As radius we use 5km.
Both de-road-rail(long) and wo-road-flight are from Delling et al. [2009b] . The data of the Western European and North American road networks (thus, Germany and New York) was kindly provided to us by PTV AG [PTV AG -Planung Transport Verkehr 1979] for scientific use. The timetable data of New York is publicly available through General Transit Feeds [General Transit Feed 2010] , while the data of the German and European railway networks was kindly provided by HaCon [HaConIngenieurgesellschaft mbH 1984] . Unlike the data from HaCon, the New York timetable did not contain any foot path data for short transfers between nearby stops (as typically defined by the operator). Thus, we generated artificial foot paths with a known heuristic [Delling et al. 2012] .
Our instances vary in the fractional size of their public transit subnetwork with respect to the total network size. We call the fraction of linked nodes in a subgraph density (see last column of Table I ). Our densest network is ny-road-rail, which also has the highest number of connections. On the other hand, de-road-rail(long) and wo-road-flight are rather sparse. However, we include them to compare our algorithm to Access Node Routing (ANR). Note that we take the figures for ANR from Delling et al. [2009b] . Since they used a different machine, we scale the running time figures by comparing the running time of Dijkstra's algorithm on our machine to theirs. Also note that for comparison, we do not use the improved coloring model (see Section 2.1) on these two instances.
We use the following automata as query input. The foot-and-rail automaton allows either walking or walking, taking the railway network, and walking again. Similarly, the car-and-rail automaton uses the road network instead of walking, while the car-and-flight automaton uses the flight network instead of the railway network. The hierarchical automaton is our most complicated automaton. It hierarchically combines road, railways, and flights (in this order). All modal sequences are possible, except of going up in the hierarchy after once stepping down. For example, if one takes a train after a flight, it is impossible to take another flight. Note that completely disallowing walking is not reasonable. Instead, taking the predefined (by the timetable) transfer foot paths within the rail (flight) model is always allowed within the rail (flight) state. Finally, the everything automaton allows arbitrary modal sequences in any order. See Figure 1 for transition graphs of foot-and-rail and hierarchical.
Methodologyl. We evaluate both preprocessing and query performance. The contraction order is always computed according to the aggressive variant from Geisberger et al. [2008] . We report the time and the amount of computed auxiliary data. Queries are generated with source, target nodes, and departure times uniformly picked at random. For Dijkstra, we run 1,000 queries, while for UCCH, we run a superset of 100,000 queries. We report the average number of (1) extracted nodes in the implicit product graph from the priority queue (settled nodes), (2) priority queue update operations (relaxed edges), (3) touched edges, (4) the average query time, and (5) the speedup over Dijkstra. Note that we only report the time to compute the length of the shortest path. Unpacking of shortcuts can be done efficiently in less than a millisecond [Geisberger et al. 2008 ].
Evaluating Average Core Degree Limit
The first experiment evaluates preprocessing and query performance with varying average core degree. We abort contraction as soon as the average node degree in the core exceeds a limit α. In our implementation, we compute the average node degree by dividing the number of edges by the number of nodes in our graph data structure. Note that we use edge compression [Delling 2009 ]: whenever there are edges e = (u, v) and e = (v, u) where len(e) = len(e ), we combine both edges in a single entry at u and v. As a result, the number we report may be smaller than the true average degree (at most by a factor of 2), which is, however, irrelevant for the result of this experiment. Table II shows preprocessing and query figures on de-road-rail. For queries, we use the foot automaton, which does not use public transit edges. With higher values of α more nodes are contracted, resulting in higher preprocessing time and more shortcuts (we report them as a fraction of the input's size). At the same time, fewer nodes (but with higher degree) remain in the core. Setting α = ∞ is infeasible. The amount of shortcuts is too large, and preprocessing does not finish within reasonable time. Interestingly, the query time decreases (with smaller core size) up to α ≈ 25 and then increases again. Though we settle fewer nodes, the increase in shortcuts results in more touched edges during query, that is, edges the algorithm has to iterate when settling a node. We conclude that for de-road-rail, the tradeoff between number of core nodes and added shortcut edges is optimal for α = 25. Hence, we use this value in subsequent experiments. Accordingly, we determine α for all instances.
Comparison to Unimodal CH. In Table II , we also compare UCCH to CH when run on the unimodal road network. Computing a full hierarchy results in queries that are faster by a factor of 11.2. Since UCCH does not compute a full hierarchy by design, we evaluate two partial CH hierarchies: the first stops when the core reaches a size of 10,635-equivalent to the optimal core size of UCCH. We observe a query performance almost comparable to UCCH (slightly faster by 45%). The second partial hierarchy stops with a core size of 6,750, which is equal to the number of transfer nodes in the network (i.e., the smallest possible core size on this instance for UCCH). Here, CH is a factor of 2 faster than UCCH. Recall that UCCH must not contract transfer nodes. In road networks, these are usually unimportant: long-range queries do not pass many railway stations or bus stops in general, which explains why UCCH's hierarchy is less pronounced. However, for multimodal queries, transfer nodes are indeed very important, as they constitute the interchange points between different networks. To enable arbitrary automata during query, we overestimate their importance by not contracting them at all, which is reflected by the (relatively small) difference in performance compared to CH. Table III shows preprocessing figures for UCCH on all our instances. Besides the average degree, we evaluate the core in terms of total and fractional number of core nodes and the amount of added shortcuts. Added shortcuts are reported as percentage of all road edges and in total MiB. We observe that the preprocessing effort correlates with the graph size. On the small ny-road-rail instance, it takes less than a minute and produces 8MiB of data. On our largest instance, wo-road-rail-flight, we need 1.5 hours and produce 558MiB of data. Because the size of the core depends on the size of the public transportation network, we obtain a much higher ratio of core nodes on ny-road-rail (1:52) than we do, for example, on wo-road-rail-flight (1:1,298).
Preprocessing
Comparing the preprocessing effort of UCCH to scaled figures of ANR, we observe that UCCH is more than twice as fast and produces a significantly smaller amount of data: on de-road-rail(long) by a factor of 8.4, and on wo-road-flight by a factor of 26. Here, ANR requires 14GiB of space, whereas UCCH only uses 542MiB. Concluding, UCCH outperforms ANR in terms of preprocessing space and time.
Query Performance
In this experiment, we evaluate the query performance of UCCH and compare it to Dijkstra and ANR (where figures are available). Results are presented in Table IV . We observe that we achieve speedups of several orders of magnitude over Dijkstra, depending on the instance. Generally, UCCH's speedup over Dijkstra correlates with the ratio of core nodes after preprocessing (and thus, indirectly with the density of transfer nodes): the sparser our networks are interconnected, the higher the speedups we achieve. On our densest network, ny-road-rail, we have a speedup of 17, while on wo-road-flight,we achieve query times of less than a millisecond-a speedup of over 50,540. To further highlight how the density of the network affects the speedup, Fig. 3 . Evaluating the speedup of UCCH from Table IV subject to the density of the input from Table I . Figure 3 plots the speedup of UCCH on each instance subject to its density. Note that most of the time is spent inside the core (particularly, in the public transit network), which we do not accelerate. Section 4.6 contains a detailed query time distribution analysis. Comparing UCCH to ANR, we observe that query times are in the same order of magnitude, UCCH being slightly faster. Note that we achieve these running times with significantly less preprocessing effort.
Detailed Path Properties
Table V reports the impact of integrating modal sequence constraints on the paths output by the algorithm. It does so by evaluating three main figures: the percentage of the total number of paths that utilize a certain transportation mode (foot, car, rail with transfers, and flight with transfers), the average and maximum number of interchanges between transportation modes along the journeys, and the average and maximum factor by which the travel time increases when mode sequence constraints are enabled. Note that for the latter, we only count paths that actually differ from the unconstrained one, additionally reporting the amount of paths where mode sequence constraints have no impact (Ident.). Each instance in Table V is evaluated on both an appropriate constrained automaton and on the everything automaton, which essentially corresponds to running unrestricted queries. We observe that on ny-road-rail, 57% of the paths utilize the rail network, regardless of whether we constrain paths by the foot-and-rail automaton. However, 36% of the paths are indeed different, and enabling constraints reduces the average number of modal interchanges by a factor of almost four with only a 7% increase in travel time.
Figures for de-road-rail are similar: all paths use the rail network, and enabling constraints reduces the number of modal interchanges by a factor of almost 3.5 with only little increase in travel time. On our sparser long-distance networks, the effects are less pronounced. For example, on wo-road-rail-flight, we see that 89% of the paths already follow a hierarchical use of transportation modes, and the difference in the number of modal interchanges decreases only by 0.4. However, while this difference may seem small, we argue that enforcing modal constraints is nevertheless important, since our experiment shows that in 11% of the cases the (unconstrained) path violates the modal constraints, which may render it completely infeasible to the user.
Improvements
In Table VI , we report figures for the improvements to UCCH described in Section 3.3. The table is divided into two parts. The upper part addresses unimodal improvements that are also applicable to (partial) CH. Therefore, we evaluate them using the car automaton. For our two biggest networks, we provide the number of settled nodes and the query time for several combinations of improvements. The first row (none) reports results for the basic version of UCCH. The other rows use reordered nodes (rn), reordered edges (re), improved bidirectional search on the core (bi), and unidirectional search on the core (fo); that is, no backward search is performed on the core. Combining these techniques, we obtain a speedup of up to a factor of 4.8. The lower part of Table VI is dedicated to improvements for UCCH, which we evaluate using the car-and-rail automaton. We provide numbers for state-independent search on the component (si) and state pruning (sp). Note that these figures already include the previous improvements. Interestingly, using state-independent search results in slightly worse query times of about 5%. However, we reduce the memory footprint of the algorithm by a significant amount since we store distance values only once per component node. Maintaining distance labels on the implicit product graph requires between 6.9MiB and 1,341.2MiB on our instances. When (si) is enabled, these numbers are reduced to 2.4MiB and 192.1MiB, respectively. This is an improvement of up to factor 7. Note that from the number of settled nodes, we can deduce which of the improvements impact cache efficiency and which impact the search space.
In-Depth Analysis of Query Performance
Table VII reports in-depth figures for the UCCH query including all (reasonable) improvements from the previous section. We see that a large fraction of the query is spent on the public transportation part of the multimodal network: up to 65 % of the settled nodes and also up to 65 % of query time. Recall that we do not further accelerate the search on the core. Interestingly, UCCH is slightly faster (up to a factor of 2.6) on the timetable subnetworks when compared to Dijkstra. UCCH settles fewer nodes in total, which helps cache performance on the public transit part. When we compare the time spent on the road network (component and core) of de-road-rail with the figures of Table II (where we use the same instance but with the smaller foot automaton), we observe that the foot-and-rail automaton yields a factor 1.8 slowdown. The reason is that the foot-and-rail automaton actually has two "foot-states" (cf. Figure 1 ) and, thus, has to do twice the work on the road subnetwork. Note that the number 1.8 (instead of exactly 2) stems from the fact that we apply state pruning.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced UCCH: the first, fast multimodal speedup technique that handles arbitrary modal sequence constraints at query time-a problem considered challenging before. Besides not determining the modal constraints during preprocessing, its advantages are small space overhead, fast preprocessing time, and the ability to implicitly handle local queries without the need for a separate algorithm. Its preprocessing can handle huge networks of intercontinental size with many more stations and airports than those of previous multimodal techniques. For future work, we are interested in augmenting our approach to more general scenarios. For example, the computation of multimodal profile queries would produce journeys whose departure time follows the timetable more closely. Moreover, we are interested in constraining the amount of total walking time or optimizing it in a multicriteria setting. We would also like to further accelerate search on the uncontracted core-especially on the rail networks. Finally, we are interested to improve the contraction order. In particular, we would like to use ideas from Delling et al. [2009b] to enable contraction of some transfer nodes in order to achieve better results, especially on more densely interlinked networks.
